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QUESTION 1
(15,0 points)
Answers will be considered and appreciated according to the candidate’s ability to structure his ideas,
examples and reasons in the given context and in a coherent way, establishing linkages across issues
involved in the teaching and learning of reading, writing and reading-writing interaction.
Applicants must show proper recognition of some of the many layers of knowledge, skills and social aspects
being combined when reading and writing interconnect in L2, such as: language knowledge; topical
knowledge; background knowledge; cognitive abilities involved; L1/L2 differences affecting teaching and
learning of reading-writing; individual differences, motivation, and social contexts that shape student
performances; accumulation of experiences from engaging reading-writing tasks as critical for successful
performance; varying goals of students.
Ideas about instructional practices and examples must consider some of the following: task analyses; writing
practice of many types of relevant genres; awareness of text structure; reading strategies; writing strategies;
use of feedback from peers and teachers; collection and interpretation of data; appropriate use of textual
resources in writing tasks, either on line or in hard copy; summary of main ideas and from a text.

QUESTION 2
Considering what is here requested, there is no single answer to the question. Therefore, to fulfill the
requirements of this question, the candidate must:
First question (7,5 points)
 choose a topic which includes information technology terms, such as computer science, programming,
networks, Internet related subjects, social networking, cloud computing, etc;
 write a command of the question that should lead to an answer according to the text just elaborated
and which uses the grammar of the passive voice correctly;
 give four options with just one correct and provide the right answer.
Second question (7,5 points)
 write a command taking to an answer which uses any affix – which is very usual in the IT area of
studies. Questions not related specifically to the IT area will also be accepted, although it is expected
that answers in this area be provided.
 write a command of the question that should lead to an answer according to the text just read
(elaborated);
 give four options with just one correct and provide the right answer.

